
 

 

 

Abstract— In this article we propose new support frame structure 

for solar concentrator with flat mirrors, discuss the assembly method 

of the frame structure, and propose the Ericsson heat engine to transfer 

the heat energy to electrical energy. At present, Stirling cycle and 

Rankine cycle heat engines are used to transform the heat energy of 

solar concentrators to mechanical and electrical energy. The Rankine 

cycle is used for large-scale solar power plants. The Stirling cycle can 

be used for small-scale solar power plants. The Stirling cycle heat 

engine has many advantages such as high efficiency, long service life, 

silent operation, etc. However, the Stirling cycle is good for high 

temperature difference (up to 700 C). It demands the use of expensive 

materials and has problems of lubrication. Its efficiency depends on 

the efficiency of the heat regenerator. The design and manufacture of a 

heat regenerator is not a trivial problem because the regenerator has to 

be placed in the internal space of the engine. It is possible to avoid this 

problem if we place the regenerator out of the internal engine space. 

To realize this idea it is necessary to develop the Ericsson cycle heat 

engine. We propose a structure of this engine. A computer simulation 

was made to evaluate the Ericsson engine parameters. In this article we 

discuss the obtained results. 

 

Keywords— flat mirrors, Ericsson cycle heat engine, microchannel 

recuperator, Rankine heat engines, solar concentrator, Stirling cycle, 

support frame.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

HE problem of fossil fuel substitution with sustainable 

energy sources is one of the most important problems of 

the 21st century [1]. There are many different sources of 

sustainable energy: solar energy, wind energy, geothermal 

energy, energy of ocean waves, tidal energy, etc. Indirectly 

many of them are produced as a result of solar activity, but 

usually the term ―solar energy‖ means direct transformation of 

sun light to other types of energy. 

There are solar concentrators of different types [2]. The 

most of them are channel concentrators, concentrator towers 
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and parabolic trough type. Channel concentrators do not allow 

obtaining a high concentration ratio. Tower type concentrators 

have a complex control system and are also relatively 

expensive. Conventional parabolic concentrators are expensive 

because the parabolic surface is formed of two components: a 

rigid support and the flexible mirror. The mirrors are made of 

flexible high-cost special glass. 

It was proposed to approximate the parabolic surface with a 

large amount of spherical mirrors [3]. The price of spherical 

mirrors is less than the parabolic mirror though still high. 

There are concentrators that use a large number of small flat 

mirrors that approximate a parabolic surface [3] - [7]. The 

concentrator of this type was developed at Australian National 

University [6] and used in the solar power plant "White Cliffs" 

in Australia. The concentrator supporting device having a 

parabolic shape was made from fiberglass. Over 2,300 flat 

mirrors of size (100 x 100) mm
2
 were glued to the concave 

surface of this dish. 

There are different types of solar energy plants. The two 

most popular types are Photovoltaic Systems and Solar 

Thermal Energy Systems (STES). In this work we will 

consider STES. Normally STES consists of a solar 

concentrator, a heat engine and a generator of electric current. 

Sometimes it also includes an energy storage system. The solar 

concentrator permits us to obtain the high temperature needed 

for heat engines. In our previous work we described a low-cost 

solar concentrator based on multiple triangular flat facets [5], 

[8], [9]. Two prototypes of the solar concentrators are 

presented in Fig.1. 

 

 

  
 

Fig.1. Two prototypes of the solar concentrators 

 

Before describing the Ericsson engine we want to explain 

the solar concentrator structure. 
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II. SUPPORT FRAME FOR SOLAR CONCENTRATOR 

In the literature [4], [5], the flat mirror solar concentrator 

with support frame constructed form bars and nodes was 

described (Fig.2).  

    
Fig.2. Cell of the solar concentrator support frame  

 

The price of flat mirrors is smaller than the spherical or 

parabolic mirrors. At present it is about 3 dollars per square 

meter [10]. There is a concentrator that uses a large number of 

small flat mirrors that approximate a parabolic surface [4], [5]. 

This concentrator has a supporting device from bars and nodes 

(Fig.2). 

The disadvantage of this device is that assembly of the 

support frame is complicated. For example, the supporting 

frame for 90 flat mirrors contains 144 bars. Fig.3 shows the 

support frame. To assemble this device is necessary to find the 

positions of two terminals of each bar and set accessories on 

these terminals. As shown in Fig.3, the access to some nodes is 

difficult in assembly process. 

 
Fig.3. Support frame 

Practically, the assembly process is the most expensive stage 

in manufacturing process of the solar concentrator. 

The prototype of the concentrator frame (Fig.3) showed the 

possibility of obtaining the temperature to 300 degrees 

centigrade. For the temperature of 450 degrees centigrade it is 

necessary to make the prototype that contains 210 flat mirrors. 

This device will have 288 bars and 576 nodes for bar unions. In 

this case the assembly process is very costly. 

We propose to facilitate the assembly process using 

preassembled modules. Two types of pre-assembled modules 

are shown in Fig. 4 and 5. The module of the first type is 

shown in Fig.4. 

 
 

Fig.4. First type module 

 

The module of the second type (vertical bar) shown in Fig.5, 

it has two nodes: top node (Fig.6) and bottom node (Fig.7). 

These nodes are used to join the modules of the first type. The 

cell of solar concentrator support frame is presented in Fig.8. 

 

 
Fig.5. Module of the second type (vertical bar) 

 

 
 

Fig.6. Top node 
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Fig.7. Bottom node 

 

 
Fig.8. Cell of solar concentrator support frame 

 

III. SUPPORT FRAME MANUFACTURE 

We produced the prototype of this solar concentrator 

support frame. Two prototypes of solar concentrators are 

presented in Fig.1. 

Solar concentrators with flat mirrors can have a low cost 

because the flat mirrors are mass produced with standard 

technology and every square meter of flat mirrors can cost 20-

30 times less than the shaped mirrors. 

To obtain the approximation of the parabolic surface the 

plane mirrors are produced as the triangles with vertices placed 

in parabolic surface. It was proposed to adjust manually the 

positions of these vertices.  

In the patent [11] it is proposed to adjust the positions of 

vertices using the special screws. Each screw can move six 

vertices of the triangles neighbors. It is proposed to focus 

reflected light using mirrors for position adjustment. This 

method is very complicated because the movement of one 

screw affects in parallel to six neighboring mirrors. To make 

adjustment of all mirrors it is really necessary to solve many 

linear equations explicitly, or to use many sequential trials. 

It was also proposed another method of adjusting flat 

mirrors [12]. In this design each mirror has two rotational axes 

and mirror position adjustment is proposed to do manually 

using reflected beam of light. In this case the adjustment of the 

mirror does not influence the positions of other mirrors and 

this simplifies the process of adjustment. The disadvantage of 

this method is that manual adjustment of the position of each 

mirror is labor costly. 

In the patent [13] we proposed to use the parabolic gauge 

that turns on the support structure (Fig.9) to adjust the 

parabolic surface of solar concentrator.  

 

 
 
Fig.9. Manual setting the parabolic surface of support frame with the 

parabolic gauge 

 
The support system with adjustment device of parabolic 

surface is shown in Fig.9. 

The support system contains the bar structure, parabolic 

gauge 1, the central tube 4, distance screw 3, the nuts for 

adjusting parabolic surface 2. 

The process of adjusting parabolic surface consists of the 

following steps: 

1. The gauge 1 of the adjustment device is placed inside the 

central tube 4. 

2. Gauge 1 is turned on until at least one unadjusted nut will 

be below the parabolic edge of the gauge. 

3. The nut is set up (by turning it on the screw) to make 

contact with the parabolic edge of the gauge. 

4. The position of the nut is fixed with special fixing screw. 

5. In case any nut still is not adjusted repeat steps 2-4. 

6. If all the nuts have been adjusted terminate the process 

and eliminate the gauge of the central tube. 

The disadvantage of this method is use of manual labor in 

the process of adjustment. 

The rotation of the gauge (step 2) and adjusting the 

positions of the nuts (step 3) can be done with the robot arm 

controlled by computer vision. 

The device is based on stereoscopic computer vision 

(Fig.10).  

 
 

Fig.10. Stereoscopic computer vision system for structure 

adjustment 
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In this device we propose to replace the parabolic gauge 

with a robot arm (Fig.11) that has the axis 5 and is installed at 

the central tube so that it can rotate the nuts 4 around the 

screws 3 to adjust nuts positions. The robot arm has a carriage 

9 which can move in radial direction using two parallel guides 

11. This carriage has two web cameras 10 for stereo vision and 

telescopic tube 12 to rotate the adjusting nuts relatively the 

screws 4. 

To adjust the parabolic surface the device makes the 

following steps: 

1. automatically finds the nut 4 that is not adjusted; 

2. Place the telescopic tube on this nut; 

3. Move down the telescopic tube 12 to contact with nut 4; 

4. Connect the head (Fig. 12) with nut 4; 

5. Rotate the telescopic tube 12 with the nut 4 to the 

position corresponding to the parabolic surface. This position 

is obtained from two webcams with stereo vision algorithm; 

6. Disconnect the telescopic tube 12 and the nut 4; 

 

 
 

Fig.11. Automatic adjustment device of the parabolic surface 

 

7. Move up the telescopic tube 12; 

8. If there are nuts unadjusted repeat the process from 1 to 

7. If all the nuts are adjusted the process is terminated. 

IV. HEAT ENGINES 

The solar concentrator permits us to obtain the high 

temperature needed for heat engines. In previous sections we 

described a low-cost solar concentrator based on multiple 

triangular flat facets. Now we will analyze which type of heat 

engine is most useful for these solar concentrators. 

Two types of heat engines are usually used now in STES: 

steam turbines and Stirling engines [14] – [17]. Steam turbines 

are good for large power plants and Stirling engines are 

proposed for distributed installations.  

 

 
 

Fig.12. Telescopic tube with electromagnetic head to turn the adjusting 

nuts 

 

The Stirling engine in general has high efficiency, long 

service life, and many other useful properties but in existing 

versions it demands expensive materials and high precision 

manufacturing. This leads to elevated cost of this engine. 

Moreover it needs a high concentration ratio of solar 

concentrators (up to 700 – 1000 suns) that also increases the 

cost. 

The Ericsson Cycle Heat Engine (ECHE) at present is less 

popular and less investigated than the Stirling Engine but it has 

many promising peculiarities and can be considered as a good 

candidate for STES [18], [19], [20].    

V. STIRLING HEAT ENGINES 

As a rule Stirling engines are used to transform thermal 

energy to electricity. For this purpose Stirling engine is placed 

to the focal point of solar concentrator. Stirling engines have 

many advantages but they demand high temperature difference 

between hot and cold sides of the engine. Therefore they 

demand high temperature materials that have elevated cost. 
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One type of Stirling Engine (alpha Stirling Engine) is shown 

in Fig.13.  

 

 
 

Fig.13. Stirling engine 

It contains a hot cylinder, a heater, a regenerator, a cooler, a 

cold cylinder, and 2 crankshafts that drive the pistons of the 

hot cylinder and the cold cylinder. The crankshafts are 

connected to the gears so that the hot cylinder crankshaft is 

displaced on 90
0
 relative to the cold cylinder crankshaft. This 

displacement ensures the compression of the working liquid 

(gas) in the cold cylinder. After compression the working liquid 

is displaced from the cold cylinder to the hot cylinder. In this 

process the working liquid is heated to the temperature of the 

heater and hot cylinder. In the hot cylinder the working liquid 

is expanded and produces more work than was spent during its 

compression in the cold cylinder. Thereafter the working liquid 

is moved from the hot cylinder to the cold cylinder. 

The Stirling engine has many advantages. It has very long 

life time, low level of noise, it can be used for small power 

plants, and it has a simple structure without valves. But the 

simple structure of the Stirling engine generates many 

problems. In theory the Stirling cycle consists of the following 

processes: 

- Isothermal compression, 

- Heating at constant volume, 

- Isothermal expansion, 

- Cooling at constant volume. 

Real Stirling engines at present have no isothermal 

processes. To approximate the compression and expansion of 

the working liquid to the isothermal processes it is necessary to 

increase the thermal conductivity of working liquid, to 

decrease the rotation speed of the engine or to decrease the 

size of the cylinders. To increase the thermal conductivity 

modern Stirling engines use Hydrogen or Helium instead of air. 

The thermal conductivity of Helium and Hydrogen is 6-7 times 

higher than the thermal conductivity of air. However, it is not 

sufficient to obtain the compression and expansion processes 

close to the isothermal process. Practically it is impossible to 

decrease the speed of rotation of the engine to obtain 

isothermal compression and expansion because in this case the 

specific power (the relation of the power to the engine weight) 

drastically decreases. In principle it is possible to obtain 

isothermal processes if we decrease the sizes and increase the 

number of the cylinders. A rough estimation shows that it is 

possible to obtain good approximation to isothermal processes 

if the engine of 1 kW has about 1 000 000 cylinders of sizes 

less than 1 mm. At present we have no technology to produce 

such engines. 

At present existing Stirling engines have compression and 

expansion processes that are closer to adiabatic processes than 

to isothermal processes. The difference between these 

processes is small if the compression and expansion rate is 

small. For example, if the coefficient of compression is 1.1 (10 

%), the change of the temperature in adiabatic processes for 

Hydrogen is less than 3 %, and the process can be considered 

as quasi-isothermal. Normal engines with small coefficient of 

compression have low power. To preserve acceptable power 

the pressure in all the space of the engine is made high (for 

example 100 bar). In this case the pressure difference is 

sufficiently large (10 bar) and the engine has acceptable power. 

These conditions demand the development of a regenerator of 

very high efficiency. Real regenerators do not permit us to 

obtain Carnot efficiency (efficiency of an engine divided by 

efficiency of Carnot cycle) of Stirling engines more than 0.6. 

For this reason it is necessary to increase the temperature of 

the hot cylinder to obtain good overall efficiency of the engine. 

High temperature of the hot cylinder demands the use of 

special materials that increase the cost of the engine. 

VI. ERICSSON HEAT ENGINE 

There is another method to obtain approximately isothermal 

processes of compression and expansion. This method is used 

in some multistage gas turbines where the gas is cooled during 

the compression stages and is heated during the expansion 

stages. The method can also be used in piston engines 

including relatively low-power engines but in piston engines it 

demands the use of valves and cannot be realized in Stirling 

engines, but can be realized in Ericsson engine. One example of 

Ericsson engine is described in [20]. The engine power is 10.8 

kW. It is based on the open cycle that is the air from 

atmosphere enters to the two stage compressor with 

intermediate cooling. Compressed air enters to the recuperator 

at the temperature of 146°C at the pressure of 600kPa. In the 

recuperator it is heated up to 379°C and after that enters to the 

heater, where its temperature increases to 800°C. With this 

temperature the air goes to the expander where its temperature 

drops down to 405°C due to almost adiabatic expansion. After 

expander the air flows through the recuperator where it is 

cooled down to 172°C. At this temperature the air goes to the 

atmosphere. 
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We propose to use Ericsson engine that can work with much 

lower temperature difference and has no problems with 

lubrication. We expect that Ericsson engine will be less 

expensive than Stirling engine. 

The theoretical Ericsson cycle is made up of two isothermal 

processes and two isobaric processes. As it was mentioned in 

[20] this theoretical cycle is not appropriate to study Ericsson 

engine. Really, the theoretical Ericsson cycle demands 

isothermal expansion of the air and the engine described in [20] 

has almost adiabatic expansion process were temperature drops 

from 800°C to 405°C. To improve real Ericsson cycle it is 

necessary to decrease compression (and expansion) rate from 6 

in the mentioned engine to 1.2 - 1.4. With this compression 

ratio the adiabatic process has small difference from the 

isothermal process, but in this case the power of the engine will 

decrease. To restore the engine power it is possible to make a 

multistage compression with the intermediate cooling and a 

multistage expansion with intermediate heating [21], [22]. This 

type of engine is shown in Fig.14. It is possible to increase 

additionally the engine power if we will use the closed thermal 

cycle instead of open cycle used in [20]. The closed cycle 

permits us to increase the total pressure in the engine space. In 

our example we consider the total pressure equals to 20 bars.  

The engine presented in Fig.14 consists of 3 compressors, 3 

coolers, 3 expanders, 3 heaters, and recuperator. The number 

of the compressors, expanders, coolers and heaters can be 

more than 3. The coolers are placed at the input of each 

compressor, and the heaters are placed at the input of each 

expander. The Ericsson engine uses a recuperator instead of 

the regenerator that is used in the Stirling engine. The 

recuperator has two areas: the first area contains high pressure 

gas obtained from the compressors and the second area 

contains low pressure gas obtained from the expanders. 

 

 
 

Fig.14. Ericsson engine  

 

The heat exchanger of the recuperator permits heating of the 

compressed gas using the heat energy of the expanded gas. 

The Ericsson engine works as follows: the working gas that 

is cooled in the recuperator and in the first cooler, is 

compressed in the first compressor. The compression rate at 

this stage is as low as in the Stirling engine. The temperature of 

the gas at the compressor output is slightly higher than the 

temperature at the compressor input. After the first compressor 

the gas flows to the cooler that decreases the gas temperature. 

After that gas flows to the second compressor, where its 

pressure and temperature increase, but the temperature is 

returned to its previous value in the third cooler. In principle 

many stages of compression and cooling may be used to obtain 

a quasi-isothermal process of compression with high 

compression rate. A similar process occurs at the expansion of 

the gas. The difference is that we use expanders instead of 

compressors and heaters instead of coolers. 

The proposed design of the engine permits us to obtain 

acceptable approximation of isothermal processes preserving 

high compression and expansion rates and acceptable specific 

power of the engine. 

The scheme (Fig.14) contains the parameters of the gas at 

the points marked in the scheme as Pti. In this scheme pi means 

the pressure, Ti means the absolute temperature, and vi means 

specific volume of the gas. All the parameters can be calculated 

using a special program written in the language ―C‖. 

The parameters of Ericsson engine were calculated using the 

program. The results are presented in Table 1 (EV is the engine 

version, for all versions P1=20 bar, Tc=273°K, and V1=0.01 

m
3
/s). 

 

Table 1. Ericsson engine parameters 

 

EV   Th 

(°K) 

Tc1 

(°K) 

Th6 

(°K) 
 T3-2 

(°K) 

 T5-4 

(°K) 

W 
T  C  TC  

1 1.2 573 5 5 10 10 10548 0.43 0.524 0.83 

2 1.2 573 3 3 5 5 10783 0.46 0.524 0.88 

3 1.4 573 3 3 5 5 18559 0.45 0.524 0.86 

4 1.4 453 3 3 5 5 10191 0.31 0.397 0.78 

5 1.4 453 5 5 10 10 9827 0.29 0.397 0.73 

6 1.2 573 13 13 26 26 9641 0.35 0.524 0.67 

 

In this table p1 is the pressure of the gas at the input of the 

first compressor, λ is the compression rate in one compressor 

or expansion rate in one expander, Tc is the temperature of the 

cool liquid at the input of Ericsson engine, Th is the 

temperature of hot liquid at the input of the Ericsson engine, 

ΔTc1 is the temperature difference between the gas and cooling 

liquids in the coolers, ΔTh6 is the temperature difference 

between the gas and hot liquids in the heaters, ΔT3-2 is the 

temperature difference between the low pressure and the high 

pressure gas in the recuperator at the compressor side, ΔT5-4 is 

the temperature difference between the low pressure and the 

high pressure gas in the recuperator at the expander side, V1 is 

the volumetric gas flow rate at the input of the first 

compressor, W is the engine power, ηT is the thermal efficiency 

of the Ericsson engine, ηC is the efficiency of Carnot, ηTC is the 

relation of thermal efficiency of the Ericsson engine to the 

efficiency of Carnot (in the literature this is termed as Carnot 

efficiency).  

In our case the highest temperature of Ericsson engine is 

573°K (300°C). This temperature permits us to use synthetic 

lubrication oils in all parts of Ericsson engine. Using of 

lubrication increases the service life and mechanical efficiency 
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of the engine.  

To create the Ericsson heat engine it is necessary to 

implement compressors, expanders, coolers, heaters and 

recuperator. In this article we describe the design of 

compressors, expanders and recuperator. All compressors and 

expanders have the same design shown in Fig.15 but differ in 

sizes and/or rotation speed. 

 

 

 

Fig.15. Scheme of compressor/expander for Ericsson heat engine 

 

The intake piston and exhaust piston periodically open and 

close the intake windows and exhaust windows. The time 

diagram of compressor windows opening is shown in Fig.16. 

 

 
 

Fig.16 Time diagram of compressor windows opening 

 

In the first period (Intake Windows Opening) the intake 

windows are opened and exhaust windows are closed. This 

period lasts half of the whole cycle period. In the next period 

(Compression period) all windows are closed. This period lasts 

a small portion of the whole cycle period (10 – 15%). In the 

third period the exhaust windows are opened and the intake 

windows are closed. The time diagram of expander windows 

opening is shown in Fig.17. 

In the first part (Intake Windows Opening) the intake 

windows are opened and exhaust windows are closed. This 

period approximately lasts 35 – 40% of whole the cycle period. 

In the next period (Expansion period) all windows are closed. 

This period lasts 10 – 15% of the whole cycle period. In the 

third period the exhaust windows are opened and intake 

windows are closed. This period lasts half of the whole cycle 

period.  

 

 
 

Fig.17 Time diagram of expander windows opening 

 

With these time diagrams the compressor takes the gas from 

the intake port, slightly compresses it, and pushes the gas 

through the exhaust port. The expander receives the 

compressed hot gas from the intake port, allows the gas to 

expand, and pushes it through exhaust port. Small compression 

and expansion rate in each main cylinder permits us to consider 

the process as an isothermal one. In this case all the walls of 

the cylinders and all pistons will have approximately the same 

temperature and can be made so precise that they need no 

piston rings. This will result in high mechanical efficiency. 

If we will use the heat exchangers of engine described in 

[20] with high temperature differences up to 26°C (line 6 in the 

Table 1) we will obtain low efficiency, TC = 0.67. To increase 

this efficiency it is necessary to design a special microchannel 

heat exchanger that will have the temperature differences 

indicated in lines 1-5 of Table 1. This heat exchanger is 

described below. 

VII. MICROCHANNEL RECUPERATOR 

The main element of microchannel recuperator is its base 

plate (Fig.18). The base plate is circular plate from the metal 

with high thermal conductivity (copper, aluminum, etc.). This 

plate contains several circles of holes that form microchannels 

for compressed and expanded air. Each circle for compressed 

air (excluding external circle) is located between two circles for 

expanded air and each circle for expanded air (excluding 

internal circle) is located between two circles for compressed 

air. In Fig.18 only two circles are presented. The microchannel 
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Intake piston Exhaust piston 

Intake port 
Exhaust port 

Intake windows 
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Main cylinder 
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recuperator contains many base plates separated by sealing 

rings (Fig.19) in the manner that each zone of compressed and 

expanded air is hermetically sealed. 

 

 
 

Fig.18. Base plate of microchannel recuperator 

 

 

 

Fig.19. Microchannel recuperator design 

 

In Fig.20 we present the fragment of microchannel 

recuperator. 

 

 
Fig.20. Fragment of microchannel recuperator 

 

In this figure S stands for the radial distance between the 

hole circles, H is the tangential distance between the holes, D is 

the diameter of microchannel, L is the thickness of the disk, T 

is the step of the disks in the recuperator. The calculations of 

recuperator parameters are presented in Section 8. This 

recuperator must work with the Ericsson engine shown in the 

line 2 of Table 1. The engine has very high theoretical 

efficiency (88% from the corresponding Carnot cycle) but 

needs low temperature difference (5°C) between hot air and 

cold air in the recuperator. This temperature difference 

practically impossible to obtain in heat exchanger that has 

normal diameters of channels (3-4 mm), but our calculations 

(Section 8) show that the recuperator with microchannels (with 

diameter of 0.3 mm) with the temperature difference of 5°C 

will have acceptable sizes (the diameter of disks of 384 mm 

and the length of disk stack of 275 mm) for the engine that has 

power of 10.7kWt. To manufacture this microchannel 

recuperator it is possible to use MicroEquipment Technology 

[23]-[25]. In the next section we will describe calculations of 

microchannels parameters. 

VIII. RECUPERATOR PARAMETERS EVALUATION 

Let us consider microchannel recuperator that has the 

following dimensions (Fig.20): D= 4103  m, S= 4106  m, 

H= 4104  m, L= 4109  m, T= 310 m. The air in different 

base plates has different temperatures, but for rough estimation 

of recuperator parameters it is possible to consider the heat 

transfer process in 2 microchannels (Fig.21) that have mean 

temperatures: 

 

K
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where Tm1 is the mean temperature of expanded (hot) gas, Tm2 

is the mean temperature of compressed (cold) gas, T2 is the 

compressed gas temperature at the input of the recuperator, T4 

is the compressed gas temperature at the output of the 

recuperator, T3 is the expanded gas temperature at the output 

of the recuperator, T5 is the expanded gas temperature at the 

input of the recuperator. All numerical values of the parameters 

in the equation (1), (2), and below are drawn from the 

calculations made for engine version 2 (line 2 in Table 1).  

Let us consider the pair or neighbor microchannels (Fig.21). 

The channel with the expanded air we will term ―hot 

channel‖, and the channel with compressed air we will term 

―cold channel‖. The pressure is the hot channel is: 

  

PaPm
6

1 102 ,        (3) 
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Fig.21. Pair of microchannels 

 
 

and the pressure in the cold channel is: 

 

PaPm
6

2 1045.3  .       (4) 

 

For our calculations we will suppose that the air speed of 

compressed air (cold channel) is: 

 

s
mum 5.02  .         (5) 

 

The air speed in the hot channel will be higher proportionally 

to the temperature relation of 
2
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. So we will have: 
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To evaluate the heat transfer process in the microchannel it 

is possible to use Nusselt number. For laminar flow we accept 

this Nusselt number: 

 

7.3uN .           (7) 

 

Using this value we can calculate the heat transfer 

coefficient h that shows how much of heat energy is transferred 

through 1 square meter of microchannel surface during 1 

second if the temperature difference between the wall and the 

air equals to 1°K: 

 

D

Nk
hh u

 21 ,        (8) 

 

where 1h [W/m
2  K] is the heat transfer coefficient in the first 

microchannel, 2h [W/m
2  K] is the heat transfer coefficient in 

the second microchannel, k [W/m  K] is the thermal 

conductivity of the air, uN  is the Nusselt number, and D  is 

the microchannel diameter. In principle thermal conductivity of 

the air depends on the temperature, but the difference between 

the temperatures 1mT  and 2mT  is small and it is possible to 

accept the thermal conductivity coefficient k as equal for two 

channels. For the temperatures in equations (1) and (2) it will 

be: 

 

KmWk  /035.0 .       (9) 

 

The substitution of the values of parameters to the equation 

(4.8) will give: 

 

KmWhh  2
21 /432 .      (10) 

 

Mass flow rate in the channel can be obtained from the 

equation: 

 

2

2

221
4

mu
D




 ,      (11) 

 

where 1 [kg/s] and 2 [kg/s] are the mass flow rates in the 

microchannel 1 and 2, 2  [kg/m
3
] is the density of the air in 

the microchannel 2, D [m] is the microchannel diameter, 

2mu [m/s] is the mean speed of the air in the microchannel 2. 

The density of the air in the microchannel 2 we will calculate 

using equation: 

 

2

0

0

2
02

m

m

T

T

P

P
   ,      (12) 

 

where 2  [kg/m
3
] is the density of the air in the microchannel 

2, 0 [kg/m
3
] is the density of the air at the normal conditions 

( 0P =102 kPa, 0T =293°K), 0 =1.2 kg/m
3.
. From equations 

(2) and (4)
 
we have 2mT =413.5°K and 2mP =3.45  10

6
 Pa. 

Substitution of these values to (12) gives: 

 

8.282   kg/m
3
.       (13) 

 

Substituting the value 2  from (13) to (11) we obtain: 

 
6

21 10017.1   kg/s.     (14) 

 

Now we have to evaluate the heat energy  WQ1  that is 

transferred from the air to the walls of microchannel 2 during 1 

sec and heat energy  WQ2  that is transferred from the walls 

of microchannel 2 to the air. In our case they are equal: 

 

21 QQ  .            (15) 

 

Due to equal heat energy and equal mass flow rate 21    
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it is evident that the temperature of microchannel walls mT  

(Fig.21) will be the following: 

 

K
TT

T mm
m




 416
2

21 .      (16) 

 

To calculate the value 1Q  we can use the equation: 

 

)( 1111 mm TTAhQ  ,       (17) 

 

where 1A [m
2
] is the area of the walls of the microchannel 1: 

 
28

1 108.84 mLDA   .     (18) 

 

Substituting the parameter values to (17) we obtain: 

 

WQ 4
1 1016.9  .        (19) 

 

Now we can evaluate decreasing of the air temperature 

1CT  in the microchannel 1 and increasing of the air 

temperature 2CT  in the microchannel 2: 

 

p
CC

C

Q
TT




1

1
21


,       (20) 

 

where pC  is the constant pressure heat capacity of the air. For 

our temperature KkgJCp  /1014 . 

Substitution parameter values to (20) gives us: 

 

KTT CC
 89.021 .       (21) 

 

Now we can calculate the number Nd of disks that must 

contain our recuperator: 

 

275
1

35 





C
d

T

TT
N .       (22) 

 

The number of holes Nh in each disk we can calculate as 

follows: 

 

1

2



hN  ,         (23) 

 

where  [kg/s] is the mass flow rate of the air in the engine 

and 1  is the mass flow rate of the air in the microchannel. 

 

  1V .           (24) 

 

In our calculations we use 

33
1 /6.24;/01.0 mkgsmV    at the pressure 20 bar, so 

we obtain: 

 

skg /246.0 .         (25) 

 

Substitution of the parameter values to the equation (23) 

gives us: 

 
310484 hN .         (26) 

 

The whole number of the holes NR in the recuperator will be: 

 
610133  dhR NNN .       (27) 

 

To make this number of the holes it is possible to use 

microequipment technology described in [23]-[25]. 

Let us evaluate the diameter of the disk. In Fig.9 we can see 

that the area a1 occupied with one hole equals: 

 

HSa 1 ,           (28) 

 

where S[m] is the radial distance between holes and H[m] is 

the tangential distance between the holes. For diameter of hole 

of 4103  m it is possible to have 4106 S m and 
4104 H m. In this case: 

 
8

1 1024 a m
2
.        (29) 

 

The area of the disk Ad will be: 

 
2

1 116.0 maNA hd  .      (30) 

 

The diameter of the disc will be: 

 

m
A

D d
disk 384.0

4






.     (31) 

 

The step T of the disks is 
3101  m, and the number of disks 

Nd is 275, so the length LR of the recuperator is: 

 

mNTL dR 275.0 .      (32) 

 

Now we can evaluate the air friction energy lost in the 

recuperator. The volumetric flow rate in the microchannel 1 

equals: 

 

smu
D

V mC /1015.6
4

38
1

2

1






,    (33) 

 

and in the microchannel 2 equals: 
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smu
D

V mC /1053.3
4

38
2

2

2






,    (34) 

 

pressure drop p  in the microchannel is: 

 

4

128

D

LV
p C









,        (35) 

 

where CV [m
3
/s] is the volumetric air flow rate,  [Pa  s] is the 

dynamic viscosity, L [m] is the channel length, D [m] is the 

channel diameter. 

For KTm
 416  dynamic viscosity  

 

sPa  51035.2 .       (36) 

 

Substitution of parameter values to (35) gives us: 

 

,54.61 Pap          (37) 

.76.32 Pap           (38) 

 

Power loss in the microchannel is 

 

CVpW 0 .        (39) 

 

For microchannel 1 we will have: 

 

,102.40 8
1 WtWC

       (40) 

.103.13 8
2 WtWC

       (41) 

 

The total power loss for air friction in the recuperator WR 

will be: 

 

  Wt
N

WWW R
CCR 36

2
21  .    (42) 

 

This value is small in comparison with the power of the 

engine that equals to 10783 Wt (line 2 of Table 1). 

IX. CONCLUSION 

We propose new support frame structure for solar 

concentrator with flat mirrors, discuss the assembly method of 

the frame structure, and propose the Ericsson heat engine to 

transfer the heat energy to electrical energy. The Ericsson cycle 

heat engine can be used to transform heat energy of a solar 

concentrator to mechanical energy. At present the Stirling 

cycle and the Rankine cycle are used for this purpose. The 

problem of these cycles is relatively high temperature 

difference and relatively low Carnot efficiency. For practically 

developed Stirling and Rankine heat engines Carnot efficiency 

reaches 0.6. To obtain good overall efficiency it is necessary to 

increase the temperature of the concentrator up to 700 C. 

Special expensive materials are needed to create a heat engine 

working at such a temperature. If Carnot efficiency is higher, 

for example 0.8-0.9, the temperature of the solar concentrator 

can be as low as 400 C. This temperature permits us to make 

heat engines from low cost materials. For Ericsson engine the 

temperature of the solar concentrator can be as low as 400 C. 

This temperature permits us to make heat engines from low 

cost materials. A special computer program was developed for 

estimation of parameters for the Ericsson cycle heat engine. 

Experiments with this program show that Ericsson cycle can 

have Carnot efficiency up to 0.88. 

Microchannel recuperator for Ericsson heat engine is 

proposed. This recuperator has the volume about 32 liters and 

permits us to create the Ericsson engine with power of some 

kWts. The recuperator contains 610133  microchannels 

(holes). It is necessary to have micromachine technology to 

produce this type of recuperator. This technology was 

proposed in or previous works.  
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